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prologue
I died over a year ago.
No matter how many times I said or thought those
words, they never lost their sting, and their impact was razor
sharp at the moment.
At eighteen, I was involved in a fatal car accident and
became a Shepherd, an immortal guardian whose mission it
was to protect humans from the very same clan of demons
that ended my life. I was sent back to Earth to watch over
and protect Quinn Harrison, who I’d soon discovered was
my “true soul mate.” Our undeniable connection had
survived death, amnesia, near-fatal attacks … and now,
separation. Two months had passed on Earth since I’d last
seen him.
But our forced split from each other was about to
come to an end. Despite what the Council Tribunal initially
had believed, Quinn wasn’t out of the danger zone, and I was
being sent back to protect him. Only this time, the Servants
didn’t want to just kill Quinn, they wanted to make him one
of their own. They wanted to destroy his soul and convert
him into a demon.
Me, however, the Servants just wanted to destroy. I’d
taken out one of their own during the attack on Quinn’s life
last spring, and now they wanted revenge. They’d left their
calling card on my back in the form of some pretty nasty
scars, but that wasn’t good enough. Destroying me would not
only give them the retribution they sought, but would also get
me out of the way, which would benefit the clan.
As true soul mates, Quinn and I were supposed to
have a bond, a connection unlike any other, which would give
us the strength and will to defeat the Servants in their scheme
to take over and rule the Realms. And it was our “destiny” to
stop these demons—to stop this war they wanted to wage.
The problem was that this bond Quinn and I shared had yet
to make either of us any stronger, and there was no
instruction manual explaining how to make that happen. But
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even if we did become more powerful, would it be enough to
unhinge the Servants’ plans? Would we even know what to
do when the time came to test our newfound strength?
Save Quinn. Save myself. Save the world. I was in way
over my head this time around, and I was scared. Thankfully,
I was no longer expected to bear the burden of what I had to
do only on my shoulders. I wasn’t going to have to face the
Servants alone. And it wouldn’t just be me trying to save
Quinn from a fate worse than death. I had help.
I had Quinn. The Council had ordered us to work as
a team to try to forge this potentially unwavering, virtually
indestructible bond between us. But I was going to have to
push the limits of my faith and trust in Quinn—and he, in
me—if we were to have any chance at developing this bond.
The two of us were about to learn just how much we could
count on one another, knowing that if either of us failed,
we’d lose each other forever.
And I had Dylan, my best friend and fellow
Shepherd. He would never miss an opportunity to destroy a
few demons. That said, he was about to get way more than he
bargained for when he initially offered his help—in more
ways than one.
Together, we’d learn what the war between the
Realms was really about and how it would be won or lost.
We’d discover that everyone was playing for keeps, and the
only currency that mattered in this high stakes game was
measured in souls.
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1. marco …
I blinked again, refocusing my eyes to determine whether they
were playing tricks on me—but they weren’t. The name on
the folder Peter had handed me was unmistakably clear:
Thayer McQuinn Harrison.
“I—I don’t understand. How?” I asked Peter in
euphoric disbelief. I felt like my knees might give out at any
moment.
“What’s there to understand?”
“‘What’s there to understand?’” I repeated.
“According to the slip of paper in this file, I’ve been assigned
to Quinn—again.” Could it really be true? In a matter of
minutes, would I really see him? My greatest love, my true
soul mate? Instantly, my body tingled and my chest inflated
with anticipation.
“That is the assignment you have been given, yes,”
Peter replied, his expression completely devoid of emotion.
“And that doesn’t strike you as a little strange?” I
challenged. “I mean, I thought Hell would have to freeze
over before the Council would let me even see Quinn again,
let alone protect him.”
“Well, it seems that Mr. Harrison is still in need of
protection.”
“But why me? Doesn’t Quinn have a Watcher?” My
head reeled as I tried to figure out what twist of fate was
bringing us together once more.
“Watchers do not protect humans from Servants. It is
neither their purpose nor their responsibility to do so. It’s
ours.”
“But I thought we never were assigned the same case
twice.”
“We rarely ever are.”
As the reality of what I’d just learned began to sink in,
my mind was overrun with thoughts of jumping into Quinn’s
arms, kissing him, touching him … The Falls. I cleared my
throat to stop the grin hell-bent on making an appearance on
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my face and reinforced the shield blocking others from
invading my mind.
“So, what, the Council reassigned me to Quinn out of
the kindness of their hearts?” I asked dubiously.
“The Council’s ‘kindness’ had nothing to do with
your reassignment,” Peter replied flatly. “They had no choice
in the matter. A very persistent Auger convinced the Order of
the Realms Quinn and you should be permitted to see your
destinies through together.”
“Ronald,” I noted without thinking.
“Yes,” Peter confirmed with narrowed eyes and
pursed lips. His mask of impassivity was slipping. I tried to
read his thoughts, but his mind was locked down tight. The
look on his face, however, said it all. I knew he was unhappy
with my reassignment, which didn’t surprise me in the least.
It wasn’t that long ago Peter had admitted he loved me. I
knew he wanted me for himself. I was fully aware just how
hurt he’d felt the moment he learned Quinn and I were true
soul mates—I’d felt his pain surge through my chest. It was
also no secret he’d pushed for the Council Tribunal to
prematurely terminate my initial assignment to watch over
Quinn and suspend all contact between us, and I knew he’d
been counting the days for my assignment to end, with me
never able to see Quinn again.
Of course Quinn wasn’t the only barrier to Peter’s
plan to win me over—I wasn’t in love with Peter, plain and
simple. I’d be forever grateful he’d sacrificed a piece of his
soul to save me last spring, but gratitude was the extent of my
affection towards Peter, especially since I’d recently lost my
trust and faith in him. He’d broken the cardinal rule of our
kind, one so fundamental to who and what we were it wasn’t
even written down: Shepherds didn’t lie. In fact, we were
physically incapable of lying—well, all of us except Peter,
who’d found a clever little loophole to our honesty rule. He’d
told Quinn it was Quinn’s fault that I died and that my life
was sacrificed in order to spare Quinn his own, despite the
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fact that Council Member Tara told Peter and me it was just
the toss of the coin that the Servants had targeted me first. In
fact, as Quinn’s true soul mate, my death and transformation
to immortality seemed to do nothing but make Quinn an
even bigger target.
How did Peter manage to lie? And more importantly,
why? What was Peter hiding?
“Council Member Tara would like to speak with you
before you leave,” Peter announced, interrupting my train of
thought.
“Of course she would.” I rolled my eyes.
“Eve, despite your ill-conceived notions about her,
she is actually on your side.”
“She has a funny way of showing it.”
“Yes, well, she is not the one who continually breaks
the Rules,” Peter replied. “But each time you do, she’s put in
the most unfortunate position of having to defend your
actions to the Council Tribunal and convince them to give
you yet another chance.”
“Oh.” I blushed. “I guess I never really thought about
it that way before.”
Peter sighed. “Eve, we all realize you did the best you
could in an unusual and difficult situation. And, ultimately,
you did what was expected of you. You prevailed. You saved
the life of your charge. But there’s no denying your
assignment was … messy, or that you had a hand in making it
so.”
“If everyone thinks I made such a ‘mess’ of things the
first time around, why reassign me to Quinn?”
“Because he landed back on our radar.”
“So, what, the Order is convinced I’m the only one
who can save him again?”
“Your reassignment has as much to do with you as it
does him.”
“What do you mean?”
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“There are many who believe it is your fate to take a
stand against the Servants. Whether or not you will succeed in
this endeavor does not change popular belief. And if that is
not reason enough for the Servants to eliminate you, they also
won’t soon forget how you destroyed one of their brethren.”
“They want retribution for Cy.” I frowned and sighed
heavily as the events of Quinn’s last Incident ran through my
mind: I’d destroyed Cy, one of two Servants sent to attack us.
Cy’s partner Rex escaped, taking Quinn’s brother, Brady, with
it on its way back to the Underworld.
“And here I thought you would have been thoroughly
elated to learn of your reassignment,” Tara noted as she
materialized next to Peter. Her demeanor was calm, and her
tone was light.
“Hello, Council Member Tara,” I greeted her
somewhat anxiously. Each of my previous encounters with
Tara involved her scolding me for the mistakes I’d made.
“Hello, Eve.” Standing next to Peter, Tara looked
absolutely regal. Her shimmering olive skin and dark eyes
stood out against her white robe and silver flowing hair. “You
are not questioning your ability to protect Mr. Harr—Quinn,
are you?” I wasn’t sure, but I thought I heard an almost
playful tone in her voice.
“No, not at all,” I said, trying to sound confident.
“Peter was just telling me the Servants are on some sort of
revenge kick, and I’m high up on their target list.”
“Always such a way with words.” Tara flashed Peter a
look, making it clear that his remarks weren’t appreciated.
“Eve,” she continued as she turned back towards me. “Let’s
take a walk.”
“A walk?”
“Yes, come with me—please,” she added, taking my
hand. I was instantly teleported to a part of the grounds I’d
never seen before, a well-manicured Japanese garden. She led
me over a small wooden bridge to a bench tucked in the
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farthest corner next to a small pond stocked with orange and
white koi.
“Where are we?”
“We’re in one of the Council’s private gardens.”
“It’s beautiful.”
“Hmm.” She nodded in agreement. “Safety precautions mandate that Council members remain on the
Archives grounds with rare exceptions, so we created these
spaces to allow us to experience some semblance of the peace
and serenity found in nature. This has become our means of
stepping outside for some fresh air, so to speak.”
“That sucks,” I blurted out before biting my lip. I had
felt so confined and suffocated the last few days I’d been
locked up here. To remain a prisoner in the Archives, rarely
ever able to leave, would drive me insane.
“Yes, I suppose some might see it that way,” Tara
replied with a subtle smirk.
I wondered what Tara and the other Council
Members would do if they knew about the hidden portals in
the sky—about the Falls. Maybe they already did. I dreaded
the thought, suddenly understanding just how protective
Peter felt about his own secret snow-covered mountaintop
he’d taken me to once before.
“Eve,” Tara called out, stopping me from making my
way towards a beautiful red Japanese maple. “As much as I
would enjoy giving you a tour of the garden, you are expected
to begin your assignment, and I still have much to tell you.”
She paused for a moment as if to organize her thoughts. “Did
Peter give you the details of why you were reassigned to
Quinn?”
“If you mean him telling me Quinn’s in danger again,
and the Servants want payback for me annihilating one of
them then, yes, he gave me the details.”
Tara sighed and shook her head slightly. I couldn’t tell
if her reaction was due to what little information Peter had
given me or the flippant manner in which I’d reported it.
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“Eve, to say it is unusual for a Shepherd to be
assigned to protect the same mortal twice would be an
incredible understatement. Of the handful of occasions when
such an action has been deemed necessary, it has been a
direct result of one of the Three Sisters of Fate having
misinterpreted a purely coincidental event as one orchestrated
by the Servants—erroneously counting it as one of the three
Incidents when, in fact, it was not.”
“Is that what happened with Quinn? Did the Sisters
misread one of his Incidents?”
“Based on the information we have gathered thus far,
and the number of parties interested in the outcome of this
case, I do not believe the explanation underlying your
reassignment is quite that simple. There are those who believe
Quinn and you are the only hope for our future—the future
of all Realms—although I cannot speak to the truth of such a
prophecy. I also do not know the extent to which this alleged
prophecy has traveled beyond our Realm, but we believe the
Servants have been aware of it for some time. And, at some
point after Quinn’s second Incident, the Servants altered their
original plan. Apparently, they no longer intend to merely kill
him. They have a new purpose for him.”
“What purpose? What do they want with him?”
“The Servants sent to carry out the Third Incident
were supposed to bring Quinn back alive once they had
eliminated you.”
I thought back to the recent attack by Cy and Rex and
shook my head in confusion. “Well, I’m not so sure those
orders were passed along to the Servants who attacked us in
April. They did a pretty bang-up job of trying to get rid of
both Quinn and me. We barely made it.”
“But you did make it—intact, I might add.”
“Yeah, well, I might have to disagree with your
definition of ‘intact,’” I muttered under my breath, thinking
of my scarred back.
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“Perhaps. But the important thing is that Quinn and
you are still with us today, which is more than can be said for
Cy. And it’s certainly more than can be said for the countless
others who found themselves in similar positions in the past.”
“Maybe so,” I conceded. Tara was right—for
whatever reason, Quinn and I had survived what others
hadn’t. “But you still haven’t told me what the Servants want
from Quinn.”
Tara sighed again, and I got the sinking feeling I really
wasn’t going to like what I was about to hear. “We were given
the power to make you immortal, and now the Servants have
the power to make Quinn immortal.”
“What do you mean?” I choked out.
“They have the power to make him one of them.”
“What?” I gasped in alarm. Quinn—a demon? But these
three words never managed to escape my mouth; they were
trapped by my fear. I pictured Quinn with the fire of Hell and
hate raging in his eyes and squeezed my eyes shut to try to
force the image from my mind, but it was no use. This was
way worse than I’d imagined—correction, this went beyond
the realm of what I thought was even possible. My head
began to spin; the nausea I felt was nearly blinding. I needed
some answers. I had to learn how to stop this madness from
happening. “How?” I forced out of my parched throat.
“His blood,” Tara replied.
“So, that’s why they took his blood?” I spat, glaring
angrily at her. “So they could turn Quinn into one of them?”
I could feel my face heating up. I’d tried to warn Tara there
was a reason the Servants had taken his blood, but she didn’t
want to listen.
“Eve, I know this must be difficult for you to hear,”
Tara offered sympathetically. “But I need you to focus.
Quinn will be converted into a Servant unless we figure out a
way to stop it.”
“We?” I did my best to strangle a bitter laugh. “I’m
the one who told you something was up after the last
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attack—that Quinn was still in trouble. I told you I felt it in
my gut, but you just blew me off. You did nothing. In fact, it
seems like all you’ve done for the better part of the last year is
make it as difficult as possible for me to protect him.”
“We cannot afford to jump to conclusions and act
impetuously each and every time we suspect the Servants of
changing the course of their actions. We would fall prey to
their constant tomfoolery as they baited us with one red
herring after another, resulting in many lives lost.”
“But you knew Quinn and I were marked from the
beginning, that we were different—that we were true soul
mates. Surely, any ‘suspect’ behavior on the part of the
Servants when it came to either of us had to raise some red
flags.”
“And so it did.”
“But it took you two months!” I was on the verge of
a complete meltdown. “Quinn could’ve been hurt or killed by
now—or made a demon!”
“Two months have passed on Earth—not up here,”
Tara reminded me, remaining as poised and calm as ever.
“Since you and I last spoke a couple of days ago, we have
been diligently investigating the matter.”
I sighed in frustration, acknowledging her point. Up
here in the Archives, it’d been only a matter of hours—fiftysix to be exact—since the last attack on Quinn, which
admittedly didn’t leave much time to analyze the Servants, but
it still left plenty of time for the demons to strike on Earth.
“I still don’t understand why the Servants changed
their plans,” I continued. “You told me the Servants’
objective had always been to eliminate one of us, and they
did—me. But when I became a Shepherd, they realized they
hadn’t solved their dilemma of how to keep Quinn and I
apart, so they targeted him. So what’s changed? What makes
you think they want to try to convert him now instead of kill
him?”
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“A reliable source tipped us off, and I asked someone
to look more closely into the circumstances surrounding
Quinn’s case. Apparently, the Servants believe they can gain
the upper hand against the Order, against us all, if they
convert Quinn into a Servant.”
“Can they gain the upper hand?”
“It’s possible.”
“What do you mean, ‘It’s possible’?”
“Only true soul mates have the potential to develop a
connection so powerful that it allows each partner to
independently develop heightened abilities. The full scope of
these abilities, however, can only be realized and harnessed
when true soul mates bond with each other through the
purest forms of faith, love, trust, and fortitude. As their
connection grows, so does their strength. Their souls become
fuel for each other, nourishment with which to feed the body
and mind. The more time true soul mates spend with one
another, the closer they get, creating a potentially limitless and
unrivaled source of energy between them. But this energy is
purely abstract unless the bond forms and is given a proper
chance to mature.
“Deprive a mortal child of proper nourishment,” Tara
continued, “and you stunt her growth and development.
Deprive true soul mates of each other, and you end up with
similar results—the true strength and heightened abilities of
each partner will never be fully known.”
“So you’re saying Quinn and I can only realize our
maximum potential if we’re together?”
“It would seem so.”
Had I heard Tara correctly? Did she just tell me that
Quinn and I had to be together for this whole true soul mate
connection to work? Hope burned so brightly inside of me, I
swore I was glowing. I couldn’t hide my smile.
“Eve.” Tara sighed, resting one of her hands over
mine. “Listen to me, please. You need to understand that
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what Quinn and you have is a very rare gift, even for true
soul mates.”
“Why is that?”
“You each have the potential for great power. Once
the connection between your souls has fully developed, you
will immediately draw on each other’s strengths. You both
will become stronger as a result, but Quinn’s potential far
exceeds that of any mortal because his true soul mate is an
immortal. As he absorbs your energy, your strength, he will
become stronger than any human.”
“And if the Servants convert Quinn into a demon,
what then?”
“Then they will have gained a very powerful weapon
on their side,” Tara stated matter-of-factly.
“So, basically, they want to exploit Quinn’s supposed
superpowers by converting him—their own immortal
Goliath.”
“Precisely.”
“I still don’t get how this whole connection thing
works. I mean, Quinn and I are close already and, as far as I
know, neither of us has gotten any stronger because of it.”
“I would wager you both have gotten stronger
because of your relationship, you just cannot see it yet, and
there is still much room for growth given sufficient time. As
Quinn absorbs the energy from your immortality, you take in
whatever strengths and abilities are developing within him at
the same time. It’s a continuous cycle, like blending two
colors of paint little by little—eventually yellow and blue
become green, and all traces of the original colors disappear.
“But as long as Quinn is human,” Tara continued,
“he physiologically cannot handle the full scope of your
immortal strength. Still, he will continue to draw enough of
your energy to push the outer limits of his mortal capabilities.
Should immortality claim him, however, with your energy
coursing through him, his strength will surge. Theoretically,
he will become the power equivalent of you, perhaps even
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stronger, which, all things considered, would be stronger than
any of us.”
“‘Theoretically’? ‘All things considered’?”
“What Quinn and you have is an anomaly. You two
are, as they say, the ‘test case’ in which one true soul mate is
immortal. In the past, the strength and energy gained as a
result of the bond between two mortal true soul mates are
retained for the lives of those mortals, regardless of whether
one outlives the other. And, as you are aware, immortality can
amplify certain ‘gifts’ a mortal already possesses during his or
her transformation—or in Quinn’s case, conversion.”
I was familiar with the “gifts” to which Tara was
referring. Peter had explained his theory of hybrids to me
before—that it was possible for Shepherds to retain certain
mortal characteristics, which would normally be abandoned
during the transformation to immortality. These
characteristics, however, would remain forever dormant
unless awakened by an emotionally charged, volatile incident.
Despite my initial skepticism of Peter’s theory, I
couldn’t deny that I’d developed certain unique abilities over
the past year, like retrieving my memory—a first among my
kind as far as I knew. I was also capable of camouflaging
myself to be wholly undetectable by demons—another first,
apparently. And I could cry, which, in my opinion, was more
of a setback because it made me far less capable of hiding my
emotions.
And I wasn’t the only Shepherd out there with
unusual talents. Dylan could find portals, or tears in the fabric
of time, as easily as seeing stars on a clear night. It was
rumored that Agnes’s healing power far exceeded that of any
other Shepherd. And then there was Peter, who had a strange
pulse, a rhythm in his chest, that beat all on its own—I’d felt
it beating in my own chest. And, of course, there was his
ability to lie.
Maybe I was being overly dramatic, but I imagined
Peter’s reaction to Quinn being converted into a Servant. I
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envisioned the smug satisfaction on his face, knowing Quinn
was to be hunted instead of protected, and I cringed inside.
“So let’s say Quinn doesn’t survive the next attack …
couldn’t he become one of us?” I chided myself for even
entertaining the notion. My number one prerogative—my
only prerogative—was to keep him safe. Still, I couldn’t deny
my soul felt a little lighter just thinking there was the slightest
chance Quinn could become like me—that we could be
together forever even if I couldn’t protect him.
“Only the Order can answer that question,” Tara
replied.
“Why wouldn’t the Order want Quinn to become a
Shepherd? Who wouldn’t want two immortal aces up his
sleeve instead of one?”
“It is not that straightforward, Eve.”
“Why not? The Order chose me. And Quinn’s my
true soul mate. Wouldn’t that fact alone help his chances
any?”
“No,” Tara answered firmly. “There are rules even
the Order must obey—certain conditions that must be met
for a mortal to be considered for our ranks.”
“But Quinn still could meet them, couldn’t he?” I
asked circumspectly.
“Perhaps.”
“And the Servants—they know that,” I said, thinking
out loud. “They know if they kill him, there’s still a chance he
could become one of us.” I continued piecing the puzzle
together in my head. “But if they convert him, it’d be
impossible for him to ever become a Shepherd.”
Tara confirmed my theory with a single nod of her
head.
“But, if our bond hasn’t fully ‘matured’ yet, why did
the Servants try to eliminate me last April? Don’t they still
need me? I mean, how else are they going to tap into Quinn’s
potential?”
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“Questions for which I wish I had the answers. They
do need you, but the question is how badly? And for how
long? At what point do you become expendable? As for what
happened in April, Mathius likely assumed the two of you
already had bonded to the fullest extent possible, and that’s
why he ordered the Servants to attack you. I am quite
confident, however, he has realized his error while Quinn and
you have been separated.”
“Mathius?”
“The head of the Servant clan.”
“Oh.”
“We believe the Servants’ plan is to lure you back to
Quinn as soon as possible and accelerate the process of
strengthening the bond between the two of you.”
“Why rush? Why not just wait to see what happens
between Quinn and me?”
“Mathius’s patience has run out. He has been plotting
his revenge against the Order for centuries and now he wants
to grab hold of the opportunity he believes is finally within
arm’s reach. So if things are not progressing quickly enough
for his liking, he will likely find a way to try to force the bond
between you to mature. He may, for example, use threats of
death or acute pain. He may even try to make you witness
torturous acts against Quinn, to force you to feel Quinn’s pain
deep in your soul. Any number of things have been known to
trigger extreme reactions between loved ones—true soul
mates or not.”
I nodded numbly, remembering when the Servant cut
Quinn’s arm to collect his blood the day of the last attack,
when I felt Quinn seize beneath me as the Servants were
electrocuting us … when I thought I’d lose him forever. I
honestly didn’t know what I would’ve done if the outcome
that day had been different—if he hadn’t survived.
“And if Mathius does try to prematurely force the
connection between us? If he succeeds?” I asked.
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“Then he likely will make his move to convert Quinn
and destroy you.”
I sighed heavily. “Eliminating me wouldn’t break my
bond with Quinn, would it? I mean, they killed me once and
that didn’t do it. In fact, in the end, my death probably made
our bond even stronger.”
“No, merely eliminating you would not be enough to
destroy the connection between the two of you. To do so,
one of your souls must be destroyed, something a Servant can
no longer do to yours.
“Nonetheless,” Tara continued, “if the Servants
succeed in stripping you of your immortality, the connection
between your soul and spirit will break, as will all physical
manifestations derived from that union. So, although the
bond between Quinn’s and your souls will still exist, you will
never again be able to take on your existing corporeal form.”
“And if they eliminate me before our bond is at its
strongest, then Quinn will just be him, right? No super
strength. No special powers.”
“I don’t believe they will make that mistake again,”
Tara said ominously. “They will make sure Quinn is at least
strong enough to withstand the conversion ritual.” The look
in her eyes made my stomach flip. She was holding back.
“What is it you’re not telling me?” I asked her
anxiously. I could feel the panic bubbling up from my gut and
the nausea settle in my head, making me feel simultaneously
hyper-alert and lightheaded.
“The bond between Quinn and you will be broken
during the conversion ritual, and you will no longer be true
soul mates.”
“How is that possible? You just said our bond can
only be broken if one of our souls is destroyed.” I shook my
head in disbelief. “And you—you just told me the Servants
can’t destroy souls.”
“No, I said the Servants cannot destroy your soul—
but you are an immortal with a soul while Quinn is a mortal
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with one, which means the Servants can destroy his soul. And
they will destroy it if given the chance. It is the only way to
become a member of their clan.”
A sharp spasm of pain ripped through my core,
stealing my breath from me. “What?” I barely managed. I
tried to inhale and then exhale, but I couldn’t breathe.
“And, as you pointed out,” Tara explained, “merely
killing a human would only destroy his or her body, not the
soul. Converting Quinn is the only way for the Servants to
ensure nothing is left to chance—that he will never be
claimed by the Order or some other group of immortals
whose interests conflict with those of the Servants and that
the connection between you two is forever broken.”
“What if history isn’t our guide? What if, after our
bond is complete, his new strength dies when he does? When
our connection is broken? What if he doesn’t become the
demonic super weapon they hope him to be in the afterlife?”
“Yet another motive for wanting to neutralize you.”
“I get it. So, if they don’t get a super weapon out of
the deal, there’s no way they’d risk their enemies getting one.”
“Actually, even if they do get their ‘super weapon,’ it’s
still in their best interest to neutralize you,” Tara clarified.
I frowned. “So that’s the upper hand.”
“Indeed. At best, they will have a better weapon than
we do. At worst, they will have another Servant to join their
ranks—one who happens to know a little too much about
us.” She raised her eyebrows accusingly.
“Oh.” I cringed as yet another piece of the puzzle fit
in place. “I didn’t realize just how vulnerable my relationship
with Quinn could make all of us.”
“I’m aware of that. I am also aware there was no ill
will underlying your actions. Your disclosures to him,
however, have left him a sitting duck and us rather exposed.”
“Well, trust me, there’s no way I’m going to let them
convert him. I’ll do anything to stop it.”
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“I know. And so do they.” Tara sighed. “They’re
banking on your fear to speed up the bonding process. And
I’m afraid your feelings for Quinn will cloud your judgment
in the end and make you an easier target.” She sighed again.
“If it were up to me, I would keep you under lock and key
and hope we could find another way to protect you both, but
the decision is not mine to make. Despite the risks, the
Order’s directive is clear: Quinn’s conversion is to be
prevented at all costs.”
“Great. So once again it’s all on me to save him,” I
scoffed.
“Not this time, Eve. If you fail, the Order will take
matters into their own hands.”
I felt like I’d been sucker punched. Quinn’s life was in
my hands once more, but this time I was protecting him from
two groups of immortals, one of which was supposedly on
my side.
“How do I make sure I don’t fail?” I practically
begged her to tell me the answer.
“I honestly do not know,” she readily conceded.
“Then who does?”
“Tartuf. He knows more than anyone about the
Servants—particularly their rituals.” She hesitated.
“Unfortunately, he had an altercation with a rather belligerent
band of Death Dealers and was forced into hiding.
Thankfully, I am one of the few who is aware of his current
location. On my request, Sergei has gone there now to ask
Tartuf if he would be willing to meet with you. I will notify
you when I hear back from him.”
“‘Death Dealers?’” I didn’t like the sound of them.
“Lowly scavenger demons that specialize strictly in
contract kills of both mortals and immortals. Do not ever
cross them. Death Dealers may not be a powerful clan of
demons politically, but they are notorious for their ruthless
efficacy. And they are relentless—they will search to the ends
of the world and beyond to find their target. I warned Tartuf
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not to deal with them, but did he listen? No. He was so
engrossed with learning their ways he threw caution and logic
into the wind.” She sighed. “And look where he is now—a
Shepherd forced into hiding.”
“Why does he have to hide? Isn’t the Archives the
perfect safe haven?”
“Our home is not impenetrable. Look at Quinn—he
was able to come here on your coattails, even if it was by
mistake,” Tara replied. “Tartuf wants to make sure we all stay
safe by not bringing his troubles to our back door.”
“Oh. So how long does he plan on staying away?” I
asked.
“For as long as it takes to figure out how to make
these demons forget about him.”
“But I thought you just said they never give up.”
“Exactly.” She shook her head sadly. “I’m afraid our
colleague has quite a long, lonely road ahead of him.
Nevertheless, his fascination with demon conversion, of the
Servant variety in particular, should make it all too tempting
to deny himself the opportunity to meet with you.
“In the meantime,” she added, “I would try to find
the Augur you seem to have befriended. He may have some
more information for you.”
“What if I can’t find Ronald?”
“Something tells me he is just as interested in finding
you as you are him.”
“Even if that were the case, he’s not exactly what I’d
call forthcoming about things.”
“Perhaps this time your efforts will be rewarded.”
Tara sounded optimistic, but her frown gave away her
concern.
“Eve, I urge you to be extremely careful. Do not let
your guard down for any reason while on Earth. And please
feel free to reach out to me. Due to the grave nature of this
assignment, I’m making myself personally available to you.
You may consult with me whenever you wish.”
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“Oh, thanks,” I replied, pleasantly surprised. I hadn’t
exactly been a model Shepherd, and Tara had never shied
away from lecturing me on my shortcomings. That said, she’d
also shown me glimpses of compassion, although nowhere
near the level of compassion she was showing me now. And
seeing that Peter was no longer someone I could count on, it
was comforting to think she might actually be in my corner.
It made me feel like I wasn’t totally alone in all of this.
“Well, you’d best go and find Quinn,” Tara suggested.
I nodded, and butterflies immediately began to stir in
my stomach.
“Don’t worry, my dear. I have a feeling he will be
very glad to see you.” She smiled as she took my left hand in
hers, stroking my ring finger and flashing me a knowing look.
Crap, so she’d known all along. I turned away, feeling the
heat race up my neck and into my cheeks as her words
echoed in my mind. “Wait,” I looked back at her. “He’ll be
glad to see me? So you’re saying Quinn can know I’ve
returned? We can talk? We can … be together?”
“Based on the gravity of recent events and those to
come, the Augur recommended it would be most prudent for
Quinn and you to work side by side. It’s the quickest way for
your souls to bond completely and for you two to realize your
greatest potential. Hopefully, you can use any newfound
strength and abilities you develop to find a way to stop the
Servants before they find a way to get to either of you.
“Besides,” Tara added with a smirk, “it seems quite
apparent to me Quinn would discover your return sooner
rather than later anyway.”
A smile escaped my lips. “I can’t tell you how relieved
I am to hear Quinn and I can work together because I’m
seriously going to need him on this one.” Quinn and I were
going to have to be on the same page of the game plan—for
both our sakes.
“One warning,” Tara began, “there are those among
us who neither understand nor agree with my decision to let
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you pursue your relationship with Quinn, but I have to
believe their lack of enthusiasm is due only to their ignorance
of what is at stake. Nevertheless, you will still be held to the
highest standards in terms of obeying all other Rules within
the confines of this ‘relationship’ caveat, so I recommend you
use the utmost discretion when it comes to some of the more
friendly aspects of your involvement.” Tara winked, and I
immediately felt my cheeks flush.
“And you will be expected to protect our anonymity
from the rest of the mortal world as well. That also means
you must refrain from allowing people you once knew, even
casually, from seeing you.”
“I understand,” I said with a nod. Before I could say
anything else, she took me by the hand and teleported us
back to the Archives.
I turned towards Tara. “Thank you—for everything.”
“Good luck, Eve.” She nodded her head and then
disappeared.
“Interesting conversation?” Peter asked, examining
my flushed cheeks.
“You could say that,” I replied vaguely.
“Yes, well.” Peter cleared his throat. “I’ve been
meaning to ask you how you are feeling—in terms of your
healing, that is.”
“My back feels great—one hundred percent. But the
scars are still there, and they haven’t changed in appearance
since the salve was applied … Thank you by the way,” I
added awkwardly, “for going out and finding the ingredients
needed to heal me.”
“It was the least I could do. I’m just sorry you had to
experience that torment at all.” I saw a pained expression
flash across Peter’s face before the well-practiced mask of
composure reappeared.
“You don’t have to be sorry. It’s not like what
happened to me was your fault,” I replied, doing my best to
hide any signs of suspicion.
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“Yes, well,” he said, clearing his throat again. “As
your mentor and friend, it’s my job to worry about you—to
protect you. And I cannot help but feel as though I failed you
on both fronts the day of the attack.”
“At the end of the day, what matters is that Dylan and
you stopped the Third Incident and saved Quinn and me
from the Servants.”
Peter nodded, casting his glance to the side, which I
took to be a sign that he was hiding something from me.
“Speaking of which, do you know what they plan to
do to Quinn?”
Peter nodded.
“Do you think they have a chance of succeeding?”
“I suppose that all depends on how determined they
are to convert him.”
“Just how determined are they?”
“Some would say very.”
“And what do you say?”
“It’s difficult to ignore the mounting evidence
gathered by our sources.” His calm voice and demeanor gave
nothing away.
“Did you also hear the rumor that the Order plans to
take matters into their own hands if I can’t stop the Servants
from converting Quinn?”
“Yes, I have heard something along those lines.”
Peter’s unwaveringly calm disposition led me to throw out
another question, one that hit a little closer to home, and
gauge his reaction.
“What do you think that means? Do you think the
Order intends to intervene at the last minute? You know,
maybe end Quinn’s life and make him one of us rather than
risk him being converted into a Servant?”
“No.” Peter’s eyes flickered momentarily, but his
expression was otherwise unruffled. “I’m afraid it’s not
possible for Mr. Harrison to become one of us under the
scenario you just described.”
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“And why is that?” I demanded.
“Do you remember the eligibility requirements for
becoming a Shepherd?”
“Yes, you mentioned them during my transition to
immortality.”
“Under the circumstances you just described, Mr.
Harrison misses one of them.”
“Which one?”
“Being targeted by the Servants—”
“Which he is,” I interrupted.
“You didn’t let me finish,” Peter admonished. “Being
targeted by the Servants is not enough—a human must be killed
by one.”
How many times could I feel like the breath had been
knocked from my body today?
“So if Quinn is killed by the Order, then that
particular requirement isn’t met.” I heard the words leave my
mouth, but I still couldn’t believe I was saying them.
“Correct,” Peter said dispassionately, revealing he’d
never want Quinn to become one of us.
“Well, the clock is ticking,” I noted, trying my best
not to sound affected by his callous attitude towards Quinn.
“I’d better go.”
“You may have trouble finding him. Mr. Harrison has
had a habit of falling off the grid lately.”
Concerned, I turned to give Peter my full attention.
“What do you mean?”
“There are times when he simply vanishes and falls
off our radar. One minute, he is there, and the next, gone. He
can disappear for days at a time, only to mysteriously
reappear out of the blue. His Watcher has had quite an ordeal
trying to keep track of him.” Peter paused and looked at me
intently with one raised brow. “You wouldn’t happen to have
any idea as to why or how this was happening, would you?”
His tone sounded more accusatory than inquisitive.
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“How would I?” I replied defensively. “Up until a few
minutes ago I was grounded, remember? No contact with
anyone on Earth. I haven’t seen or heard from him for two
Mora months.” My mind raced to come up with some
explanation of Quinn’s strange disappearances. “Maybe it’s
the Servants. If they took Quinn down into their realm, then
we wouldn’t be able to track him, right?”
“True.” Peter considered my response for a moment.
“But it’s highly unlikely they’re involved. Why would Servants
kidnap Mr. Harrison and return him days later, only to repeat
the process all over again? Besides, his Watcher would have
detected the presence of any Servants in his vicinity, and she
has yet to report any demon activity.”
She? A pang of jealously streaked through me as I
began imagining what Quinn’s Watcher might look like. With
my luck, she’d be the female equivalent of Dylan.
“Jealousy does not become you, Eve,” Peter noted
telepathically. “She may be beautiful, but I promise she does not hold
a candle to you.”
Crap. I cringed, realizing Peter, along with everyone
else up here, had probably been able to hear my every passing
thought for the last few minutes. I refocused and blocked out
any further unwelcome eavesdropping.
“Then,” I began, “I don’t know what to tell you.
Maybe the Servants found a way to mess with how we track
him.”
As soon as the words left my mouth, an annoying
little itch began to scratch at the back of my mind. Or maybe
Dylan was taking Quinn to portals, I thought to myself. Maybe
that’s why Quinn kept disappearing. I pushed the notion to the
back of my mind. There was no way Dylan would be so
stupid as to risk blowing the existence of portals wide open
just to take Quinn on a few joyrides. Then again, this was the
dynamic duo—the same pair that jumped at the chance to
teleport to a crowded Manhattan nightclub and then to a
penthouse in the sky without thinking twice about the
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potential repercussions. It’d be just like them to throw all
caution to the wind to have a little fun.
Boys! I huffed in annoyance in my head as I frantically
reinforced the mental blockade around my mind. Peter was
eyeing me too suspiciously to have figured out my secret—
but he was trying to, no doubt about it.
“Well,” I said, trying to hide my frustration. “I should
go find Quinn.”
“Maybe I should go with you,” Peter quickly offered.
“I could help you locate him.”
“Thanks for the offer,” I replied calmly, forcing a
smile. “But I’m sure his heartbeat will lead me right to him.”
“Yes, I’m sure it will.” Peter looked at the painted
ceiling and began to say something, but then he stopped. He
sighed and looked at me with deep concern in his eyes. “Eve,
please be careful down there. Which, for you, means try to
keep out of trouble for at least a few days, all right?” He
flashed me a crooked grin. “I’ll be here if you need me,
watching and waiting for you to see your assignment through
safely once and for all.”
I nodded as he phased out of view.
***
Unsure if anyone, or anything, was following me, I
strategically planned my search route, beginning in the town
where I last saw Quinn—Bloomington, Indiana. I stopped at
his apartment, but I didn’t recognize the posters now tacked
to Quinn’s bedroom walls or any of the clothes hanging in his
closet. It appeared Adam had a new roommate.
Most likely, Quinn had been accepted into the
overseas program next fall and moved back to his parents’
house for the summer. I listened for his pulse and tried to
feel it beating away in my chest, but there was only emptiness.
I looked at my watch. Nothing was registering on the
Incident Timer. I sighed heavily. It was eleven forty-two on
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the morning of June sixteenth. I’d been gone for sixty-three
days on Earth.
His parents’ house in the suburbs of Chicago was
next on my go-to list. I saw half-unpacked boxes in Quinn’s
bedroom, but there were no other signs of him recently
having been there either. His truck wasn’t in the driveway.
Nor was the duffel bag he always took with him when he
traveled. His laptop was missing too. And I still couldn’t feel
his heartbeat.
Assuming my theory about Dylan was correct, my
next stop would be to the one place I knew would erase all
trace of Quinn. The Falls.
Dylan, what kind of trouble have you and Quinn been causing
lately?
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